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in [5], ErdSs and Hajnal formulate the Iollowing prop,,siti,:)n, which we shall refer to 
as ¢,: l f¢  is an ordetqype such that t~ot = ~but  to~, w~ .g ¢, there is ¢~ ~ ¢, 1¢,1 = tol, 
such that to t, w~ ,~- ~. In [2], we showed that if V = L, t~len -~.  We do not know if the 
assumption V = L can be weakened to CIt, or if, in fact, O is consistent with CH. How- 
ever, in this note we show that, relative to ~ certain large cardinal assamption, ~ is con- 
sistent with 2 ~ = w:,  so that -'Xt, is not provable in ZFC alone. Our proof has an inter- 
6sting model-theoretic consequence, wtfich we mention a~: the end. 
I. Prelhninaries 
We work in ZFC, and use the usual notat ion and conventions. In par- 
ticular, an ordinal is lhe set of  its predecessors, a cardinal is an ordinal 
not equinumerous with any smaller ordinal, a,  ¢1, 3' denote ordinals, K, 
~,,/a denote cardinals and IXI denotes the cardi~ality of  the set X. We 
assume considerable acquaintance with forcing, as described in [61 for 
example,  and also solne familiarity with indiscernibil ity arguments using 
large cardinals. 
A set X c K is said to be homogenet?us  for tile first-,~rder structure 
?1 = 64, ... ), where x ~ A, if for all formulas ¢(v 0, ..., ~,,) in t~!e language 
' ' ' ~ then for ~21, if x 0, ..., x n, x~, ..., x n ~ X, x 0 < ... < x n, x o < . .  < x n , 
t 
?11 = ~o[x 0, ..., x n I iff '111= ~[x~, ..., x,, ]. 
A cardinal K is Ramsey iff whenever '~| = 64, ... ) is a first-o~rder struc- 
ture such that tc c_ A and the language of  ~1 has less than K symbols,  
there is X c K, IXI = ~c, X homogeneous for 9l. For further details, the 
reader should consult Drake [4]. 
A cardinal K is weak ly  compact  iff whenever ~U,  WI, ..., W n) is a 
sentence ira the language of  set theo:~,y augmented by the unary predicate 
letters U, W1, ..., ~+~, such that for :;ome W1, ..., W n c_ F~, 
(V~, ~_, U, ~¢'I, ---, ~ i~ ~ ~o for all U !7_- V~, then for some ~ < ~, 
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(V~, E,/J, I~' i t3 V~, ..., I4 n n l~) i= ~0 for all V c V a. Again, [4 ] will pro- 
vide further details here.. For our present purposes we need to know that 
every Ramsey cardinal is weakly compact, and that every weakly com- 
pact i~ a fixed-point in the' sequence of all inaccessible cardinals. (We as- 
sume the reader is well aware of what an inaccessible cardinal is, and 
also what a weakly inaccessible cardinal is. If he doesn't, he would be 
much better off reading [4 ] than the present paper.) Chang's con/ecture, 
which we shall denote by A, is. the assertion that if we are given a first- 
order structure '21 = CA, U, ... ), where IAI := 60 2. U c A, I UI = o2 t , and 
the language for ~ is countable, we can find ~ = <B, U n B, ... ) -¢ ~1 
such that IB! = w I , I U n BI = to. It is known that A is not provable in 
ZFC. In fact, it follows easily :from the results proved towards the end 
of chapter 17 of [ 1 ] that A implies the existence of 0 # (which is defined 
in [ 1, chapter 171). This was first proved by Kunen. Also, Silver [81 has 
shown that 
Con(ZFC + "there is a Ramsey cardinal")-* Con(ZFC + A). 
2. Basic fordng,lemmas 
We use M to denote throughout an arbitrary countable transitive 
model (c.t.m.),of ZFC. For proofs of all of the following lemmas,, the 
reader shouid consult [6 ]. 
Lemma 2.1 (L6qry, Solovay, et al.). Let g be inaccessible~weakly compact/ 
Ramsey in M. Let P be a poset in M of cradinalio, less than g. l f  G is M- 
generic for P, then g is inaccessible~weakly compact/Ramsey in M[ G I. 
Lemrmt 2.2 (Solovay). L~:t PI, P2 be posers in M. I f  G 1 is M-generic for 
PI and G 2 is M~ G l I-generic for P2, then G l is M[ G 2 I-generic for PI, G2 
is M-generic ]br P2, G I X G2 is M-generic for PI X P2, and 
M[GI][G2] =~[G2] [G l] =M[G l, G 2] =M[G l X G2], whereP l X P2 
is the car~ezian product of the sets PI, P2 with the ordering 
(Pt, P2 ) < (ql, q2 ) '-~ Pl ~1 ql & P2 <2 q2. Conversely, if G is M-generic 
for PI × P2, then G~ = {p I ~p, 1) E G} is M-generic for P1. G2 = (P I (I. p) ~ G} 
is M[G l ]-generic for P2,and G = G 1 × G 2. (As usual, we assume our posets 
have a maximum elemem, 1.) 
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l.emma 2.3 (Solovay). Let Pl, P2 be sets in M. Let ~<l be a partial order 
ing ,gf P l in M altd let ~2 be a term of  the (M, (PI, <1 ))-forcing language 
~uct~ t/mt I I~-t,t 2 is a partial ordering of  P2 • Define. in M, a partial 
ordcri~tg o f  PI X P2 by (i~l, p2 ) <~ (qi, q2 ) *--, Pl <~l ql &Pl II-¢t 
"/32 ~2 ¢2"" I f  G 1 is M-generic for Pl and G 2 is M[ G l 1-generic for P2 
(i.e., the poset (P2, <Mlatl) in M[ G 1 1), ttlen G ! × G 2 is M-generic for 
Pl X P2. (.bnver:wly, i f  G is M-generic for Pl X 1"2, there are sets G 1 , G 2 
such that G ! is M-ge, eric for Pl, G2 is" M[G l l-generic jbr P2. and 
G=G l x G 2. 
Recall that a poser P has the ~: chain condition (u-c.c.) if there is no 
pairwise incompatib!e subset of  P of  cardinality ~:, and. that o., l -c.c. is 
referred to as the countable chain condition (c.c.c.). (We say p, q ~ P 
are compatible if there is r E P, r < p, q, and write/,  --- q in such a situ- 
ation.) 
I.emma 2.4. Let P be a poset satisfying c. c.c. in M, and let G be M-generic 
]or P Then M and M [,71 have the same cardinals and cofinalit)' function. 
Martin's Axiom for ~i  is the assertion that if P is a poset with c.c.c. 
and ~ is a collection of ¢01 dense open subsets of P, there is a ~-generic 
set G for P. We denote this statement by MA. It is easily seen that 
MA -~ 2" ;~ ~2- 
[,emma 2.5 (Solovay and Jennenbaum). Sut~pose M ~ 2 `0 = co I. Then 
there is a poset P E ~*, o f  cardinalit)' ¢o 2, satisj)'ing c. c. c., such that for 
any set G, M-generic/or P, M[ G I ~ MA + 2 `0 = ~2. 
That completes our list of prerequisites. It is convenient at this point 
to set out our plan of  attack. 
3. The strategy 
In [21, we prove tile following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 (Devlin). Assume A. lf-lep, then dtere is an w2-Aronszajn 
tree. 
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It thus suffices, for our purposes, to show that 
Con(ZFC + "there is a Ramse:r cardinal") -~ 
Con(ZFC + 2 ~ = w 2 + ,~ + "tltere are no ~2--Aronszajn trees"). 
Now, in [8 l, Silver proves 
Con(ZFC + "there isa Ramsey cardinal") ~ Con(ZFC + 2 `0 = o01 +A) 
Since 2 `0 = oo t in Siiver'~ model, it contains an 602-.Aronszajn tree (which 
remains an o02-Aronszajn tree in any cardinal preserving extension of it.) 
Hence Silver's model does not help us here. Again, in [7 ], Mitchell t 
oroves  
Con(ZFC + "there is a weakly compact cardinal")-~ 
Con(ZFC + 2',' = ~2 + "there are no ~o2-Aronszajn trees"). 
_The idea be!find our proof is to combine the proofs of Mitchell and of 
Silver. In order to do this, we have to make some considerable changes 
in both proofs, so, even though the overall plan remains a combination 
of the Mitchell argument and the Silver argument, we see no alternative 
but to give most of the proof in full. In s~veral places, the argument will 
be exactly parallel to Mitchell's (in particular), and at such points we 
shall leave it to the reader to check that Mitchell's argument indeed 
works in the presenll: situation. This will 1lot require that the reader is 
familiar with all of Mitchell's paper; inde,~d, lie should be able to simply 
read the proof concerned and set: that, with a few minor changes, it
does what we require. 
For readers who are familiar with [7 ], let us state now that the dif- 
ference between our model and Mitchell's lies in the way the continuum 
is collapsed to ~2- 
4. ~ proof 
From now on, we fix ~: as the first Rarasey cardinal in M. Define C in 
M as the poser of all finite functions p sufll that dom(p) c_ g and 
ran(p) c_ 2, ordered by p d e q ~ p ~_ q. "Thus, C is the usual poset for 
Strietly spe~king, this result is due jointly to Mitc~!eU and Silver. Howe er, most of the 
~oof  ~ due to Mitchell. What Silver actually proved w;~s the analogue of otu Theoxem 4.10. 
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• "i adding K Cohen reals to M. If G is M-generic for P (wa.ch it wiil be from 
now on), then 2 ,~= K in M[G]. Also, as C satisfies c.c.c, inM. M and 
M[G] have the same cardinals and cofinality function, in particular, K is 
weakly inaccessible and is the limit of a x-seqaence of weakly inaccessi- 
bles. In fact, if (K(t,) I V < ~) enumerates (monotonically) the weakly in- 
accessible c~irdinals below K in M, then each K(v) ;s weakly inaccessible 
in M[ G]. Note also that the definition of C is absolute for transitive 
models of ZFC containing K. For 7 < ~, we set C.y = {p ~ C I dom(p)c, 3'L 
C "t = {p ~ C I dora(p) n 7 = 0}. Since we clearly have C -~ C.~ X C ~, by 
a canonical isomorphism (in M), we see that G.~ = G n C~ is M-generic 
forC. r, G ~ = G c~ C ~ is M[G.~l-generic forC~,M[G.v][G'Yl=MlGl, and 
all of the other properties in Lemma 2.2 hold. 
Let B be the complete boolean algebra determined by C, isomorphed 
so that C is a dense st~bset of B. For each 3' < K, let B. r be the complete 
boolean algebra determined by C~, isomorpl:ed so that "y < 5 < K im- 
plies that B. r is a complete subalgebra of B 6 is a complete subalgebra of 
B. 
In M, let F be the set of all flmctions f such that: 
(i) f :  ~ X (to I X K;)'~ B; 
(i i) (a,  ^ = O; 
(iii) ~t ;~ ~ -* f(% (a,~)) = O; 
(iv) I{z ~ ~¢ X (CA.) 1 X g ) l J (Z )  > 0}!  < ¢O 1 , 
(v) for some ordinal SO(f) < co], a ~, s0(f) "~ [(')', (a, #)) = O; 
(vi) for all ordinals 6 < K, ran If, 5 ] ~ B~÷, where [ I' 5 abbreviates 
[ r  (6 × (wi x 6)) and where ~+ denotes the first cardinal greater than 
/i. 
Using F, we define a poset P in M[ G ] as follows. For f ~ F, define 
"f (in M[G]) by 
f = (('~, (~.~ .3)) I (3p ~ G)Ip <a f('Y, (a, #))l).  
Let P = {[ I f ~ F}, and partially order P by f <t, g ~ f ~- g-. Clearly, if 
f~  P, then j is a function such that" 
(i) domU')c__ ~l  x K; 
(ii) (a, °6) ~ dom(t) --, f(~, 13) E/3; 
(iii) [/l < ~l" 
(iv) for some ordinal ~k(f) < col, (a., t3) ~ dora(f) ~ (~ < ~(f). 
(v) for all ordinals 5 < to, f r  8 ~ MIG6÷ ], where f ~ 5 abbreviates 
[Note: P does not, however, contain all such functions. This was 
pointed out tc us by Mitchell in a private communication. However, it 
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is easily seen that P is closed under simple set-theoretical operations 
such as the union of two compatible members. ] 
For future use, notice that if ~, > t~ l is a regular cardinal in M, then 
for f ~ P, f !' h ~ M[ G~, ] and for f~  r ran~:f; 3, ] c_ B x. (Both of these 
hold because f is only non-trivial at o. 1 pltces.) 
Recalling Lemma 2.3, we define a p:,: ,I!Q with domain C x F by 
setting, in M. (p, f) ~ (q, g) +-. p <c q & P lk-c "f" ~gp g"  (i e ,  iff 
p ~ q & p il-- c " f  ~ g"). By Lemma 2.3, if K is M-generic for Q with 
G = (p E C I (p, 0 F) ~ K} (where O F = {(0, z) ! z E ~c × (w t x ~:)}) 
(which we may assume by Lemma 2.3) anal H is defined as 
{T E P I (0,1")c K}, then H is M [ G ]-generic for P and M [ KI = M [ G ] [H ]. 
Define a partial ordering <F on F, in M by f <F g ~'~ 1 ik-c "]':3 g, ". 
Clearly, f<~. g iff for all z ~ K X (¢o 1 X x~,f(z) >~a g(z). 
Suppose that, in M. 8 < wl and (J~ I a ¢: 8) is a sequence of members 
of F such that a </3 < iS ~ fa <F fa- Defh~e g • s: x (w:l x ~:) -+ B by 
g(z) = V a {fo(z) I a < 8} for each "" E ~ X ~6o~ X ~:). (Since 
<g~ i~ < ,5)~ M, tais supremum in B always exists.) We write g =A,~<6 1~, 
since it is easily seen that g e~ F here, and that g <F ]a, for all a < 6. 
Lemma 4. I. Let f, g ~ F and suppose that p ti-- c "T__~ g" lot  some p ~ C 
Then there is h ~ F such that h <F g and t~ IF- c "5:3 f'°. 
Proof. For each z = ('r, (a,/3)) ~ g × (¢o I ::< g), define 
h(z) = g(z) v [f(z) ^ p i'/3 + ]. 
[.emma 4.2. Suppose D ~ M[ G ] and that D is a dense open subset of  P: 
Then, for any f ~F  there is g E lZ s,~ich thct g <F land e o. Moreo,,er, 
~6 b suppose p IF- c is a dense open subset o Then, for an3, f ~ F there 
is g c F such that g <t~ fund  p I!-¢ "g ~ ~:~". 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows both from Lemma 4.1 and 
from the second part of the lemma. We prove the second part of the 
lemma by an argument due to Easton. 
Working in M, we inductively define a sequence <(1% I~) I a </i), for 
~rne 8 < co I , such that: 
(i) p~ ~ C, f~ ~ F, Pa < P, each e < 5; 
(ii) fa <r  fa <F f, each ~ < 3 < 8; 
(i~) p,~ 8-c "fa ~ b" ,  each a < 8; 
(iv) p~ "P Pa' each a </3 < 8. 
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The ordinal 6 will be detern~tined by the termination of the definition, 
which will occur at some stage before to I (by virtue of condition (iv) and 
the c.c.c, for C), when {Pal a </i} is a maximal pairwise incompatible 
subset of {q E C I q <c P}" 
Suppose <(pa, ja) I/3 < a) is defined. Let q <c  ,P be incompatible with 
each Pa, i f< t~, and set h = An<c, f~. Since q II--c /~ is a dense subset of 
/~" and I II--c "//E P",  we can find Pa <c  q arm h' ~_ F such that 
Pa Ik-¢. "tS' E/~" and l~c, Ik- c "t7' ~ h". By Lemma 4. l, pick f,~ E F such 
that f~ < ~- h and Pa II--c "fa P- h'"_Since p~ !1- c "/) is open in ~". 
P~, ff-c "]'a ~/~' ' '  Hence (P,v fa) is defined as required. 
When the definition terminates, et g -- A~,<~ f~. Thus g ~ F. g ~<F f. 
We show that p II-c "g ~/~".  It suffices to show that 
{q ~ C I q lb- c "g, ~ D"} is dense below p in C. Let q < 1~- Thus q ~ Pa 
for some a </ i .  Let q' <~ q, Pa. By condition (iii), q' II---c "f,, ~ D". So 
as g ~t:" .t~. q' It---c "g ~ D". and we are done. 
Corollary 4 .3 . / f  ~, < 6o~  and s • X -* M, s E M i KI, then s ~ M [ G 1. In 
particular, 9glKl(lk) = 9Mlai 0,) and 60~1 IKI = ¢Ol~[Gl (= ¢o~1 ).
Proof. Suppose t' ~ G, (p, jO tk-Q s" ~ ~ V. For each a < ~,, define D a 
MIGI by 
D~ = {.r "~ e l  (3x ~ M)[f  tt---v 'L~(~) = k"l}. 
~¢bb a o Clearly, p tl--- c is a dense open subset of P",  here, so we can use 
Lemma 4.2 to define, in M, a sequence (fa I a < ~,) from F so that 
G6 E 0 ~9 < f3 < ~, --, fa <F fa and p It- ]'a - Da • Set g = An< x f,~. Clearly, 
(p~ g)<Q (p, f )and (p, g)ii--o "~E V[~]". 
in 
L~;mma 4.4. Assume V = M[ G ]. Then P satisj~es the K-C.C. 
Proof. The argument is a slight modification of the usual one for the 
Le'vy collapsing poset on an inaccessible. Clause (v) in the definition of 
F was designed partly to make this argument work, even though ~ is 
only weakly inaccessible here. 
Let X be a set of pairwise incompatible lements of P. We define, 
inductively, sequences (X a I a < ¢o 2), (v~ I a < ~o 2 ),, such that 
(i) a < t3 < w 2 --, X a c X a c_. X and oz < ¢.o 2 --*" IXa l< K; 
( i i )  a < - ,  < v a < K; 
(iii~ I"~ X~ -* dom(t) c_ w 1 X :~a. 
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Let ]'0 ~ X be arbitrary. Set X 0 : (f0}, ancl let v 0 be the least cardinal 
such that dom(f  0) c__ ~o~ x v 0. Suppose X,.. v~ are defined. Let X'~ be 
a maximal subset of X such that 
[ f ,g~-X' & f ry  a =gFva o f - :g .  Ot 
By definition of P, {fl 'v a l f~  X'~.} c:_ M[G,,g,1. By Lemma 2.1, ~ is in- 
accessible in M[G~&], so Iv~alMit;,~,l < x. Hence iX~i < ~. Set Xa+ t = 
X,~ u X,~ and let v~,+l < ~ be the least cardinal such that va+ ~ > v~ and 
.f~ X~.~ --, dora(/) c w~ X va+ ~. l f l im(a),  set X a = Ua<~X ~ v a = 
suPa<~ ~'a" Since ~: is weakly inaccessible, I~t'~l < ~ and v~ < ~ here also. 
l'his complete~ the definition. Set Y = Uo:,:w ~ X a. Thus IYI < ~. We 
fin,~sh by showing t-hat X _c_ Y. ]Let f ~ X. As (va I t~ < 60 2 ) is strictly ~n- 
creasing and t/1 -~ ~,  we can find a < co:, ~uch that f 1" v a : f I" v a+~. By 
:ons~.ruction of X,~+t, there isg ~ X~+~ such that f rv  a =g !' v,. By fill), 
:lom(g) c:__ ~ × va+ ~. He:ace f--- g, which tneansf= g~ Y, as X is pair- 
wise incompatible. 
~Corollary 4.5. Assume V : M. Then Q sati2 fies ~¢.c. 
Proof. A standard argument four two-step f,::Jrcing. See [61, for example. 
l .emma 4.6. ~{X l  : ~c. 
Proof. By CorollarT 4.3 and Lemn:a 4.4, ill suffices to show that if 
;a M < X < ~, then I Xi glgl  = cot mlGl. By defnit ion of P in M[GI, this 
clearly redu,-es to showing that if (in M[GI! ) fE  P and "), E ~, < g, there 
is g E P, g ~_ f. such that for some tx ~! t,~ 1, i,(a, },) = 7. But look, 
¢/(/) < ~ l ,  so if we pick a > ~CO, then g = f u {(3", (a, ;k))} E P is clearly 
as reqt~h'ed. 
InM, for 3' < •, set F~ = {fr 'r  I f~  i"-3, ~!,~ - { f -  f r  3' I f~  F}, 
Q-r = c~ x F~,, Q~ = c ''~ × F ~. Again, fi)r "~ < ~:, let K. r = K n Q~, 
K~ = K n Q't. lnM[GI fo r ' t<K set / '  = {fPT IJ'~ P} 
= ( f -  f I' "~'tf ~ P}. Note that whenever ;~ > co~ t is regular in M, then 
P~ ~ M[ G x ], and Px, px ore related to t" x, ~!Tx in tile same way that P is 
related to F. Partially order Q~ in M[ G~,] t y 
{p, jr) <Q3. (q, g) ~'~ P '~c q d: (3F' E Gx)[ p' u p IF- c " f  D_ g," ]. 
? 
Then: 
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Lemma 4.7. Let X > wm~ be a regular cardinal in M. Then K x is M-generic 
for Q~,, K x is M[K x I~eneric lbr Qx, and MIKe] [KXl = M[K]. 
Proof. Set t t  x = H n Px, Hx = H n px. Since F ~- Px x px in M[ G t, 
Lemma 2.2 tells us that H h is M[ G]-gencric tbr P~ and H x is M{ GIIHK l- 
generic for px and 
MIGI [H~ilH xl = M[GI IHI = MIKI. 
Again, C x, Px ~ M[ G~, 1, so by Lemma 2.2, 
MIGI  [H~ ! = MIG x l lG;' l l n  x l = MIG~ I [kJ x l [G x], 
where G ~' is M[ G x I[H x 1-generic for ¢7 x. Hence. by Lemma 2.3, 
M[ K x l [ K x l = M[ G x I IH x ~ [G x l [H ~ ] = M[,Zl, etc. 
The nt, xt iemma shows that under certain circumstances there is an 
element which will play the role of Av< ~ 3'i~ for decreasing sequences of 
members of F which do not lie in t1,I. (In such cases, we will abuse our 
notation by writing Av< ~ 9'~ to denote st~ch an element.) 
Lemma 4.8. Let ~ > ~o~ 1,8 < w M, and let ()~ v < 8> be a sequence o] 
~ Y members o j t  :~ in MI K** 1 such that v < r < ~, -* fr "" fv. Then there 
is a g E I .'~ such that 111[ K¢ 1 I = (vv < ~i)(1 I~-~, ÷ "~ -~ f . " ) .  
Proof. By Corollary 4.3, q',, t v < 5,' ~ M[ Let j~ be a term of the 
iM  I G.r ÷GI "r ÷ ] " 
(M, C,t.)-forcing language such that = "f, I v < 5). (Thus/" will 
contain constants of the form .~ for ~ ~ M and possibly the constant 
(~ wLaich represents G~. in M[ G~. l.; Pick p ~ ,5... sucil that p II--cT "1 ~ 
is a 6-sequence of members of F~ s~.:ch that v <' r < "~ -- j~(r) ~<F [(v)". 
Work inM. Define a function g by ,.:etting, for z = (t, (a, {l))~ .~ × (co I X~.) 
with ~3 .> 7, 
" 9 . ,  B÷ F ~ g(z) = p ^ VB(/'(z) ^  !if =/(v)ll -v , /~  & v< 6). 
We show that g E F "t. 
We must therefore verify that ,: satisfies clauses (i)--(vi) in the defini- 
tion of F. Clause (i) holds by definition. 
I?or clause (ii), suppose ~ 4: ~" a.qd that g(~, (a, t3)) ^  g(~', (~,/3)) > 0, 
some e, t3. Thus for some v < r < 5, and some 1; f '  ~ F "~, 
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l|ut look, by choice of p, tiffs means 
IIl~" <F f]i A f(~,,(a,[3)) Af'(~',(,~.,/31) > 0. 
tllence, clearly, 
f (,,(a,/3)) A f (~',(a,.~)) > O, 
contrary to f '  ~ F. Hence clause (ii) hold.,; far g. 
For clause (iii), note that if t ~/3, then f(,.,(a,0)) = 0 for all fci F, so 
g(t, (a,~)) = 0. Since C.f satisfies c.c.c., 
17J > 0)}! < 
whence clause (iv) clearly holds. 
This last fact also implies that clause (v)~iaolds. Finally, note that 
clause (vi) holds for g, since we are only working "above" ~ here, and 
g is defined from members of F,t and certain elements of B~.. Hence 
g c F ~. No~ we place ourselves in M[ K~ t. 1. Let v < 6. Thus 
[[ = [(u)it E t%o. Also p ~ G.~., of course, tLlearly, therefore, 
i 
1 [~C'r" '~ ~ fu"' as required. 
I~mma 4.9. Let k > w M be a regular cardit~:al tn M, and let ~ be a limit 
~,rdinal in M, cfM('y) > 60. Let t E M[ K], t ~ -+ M, and suppose ~hat 
liar all 5 < % t t 5 E M[ Kx]. Then, in fact, t~  M[ K x 1. 
ii'roof. Almost identical to the proof of [ 7, Lemma 3.8 l. 
Using Lemma 4.9, it is now very easy, u'A:lg the fact that K is weakly 
,.:ompact in L~, to pro'~ve the following resul~c: 
"Haeolem 4.10. M[ Kll= "There are no ¢o~-Aronsza]n trees". 
ProoL Jast as ['t, Theorem 5.8 ]. 
That completes the first part of the procff. Now we turn to the pro- 
'~lena of ad~pting Silver's argument to the l,resent situation, in order to 
,~stablish that A holds: in MIK].  
From now o:1 we shali assume that 4t ~ MA + 2 `0 = w 2. By Lemmas 
2.5 and 2.1 this causes no loss of generality. 
We require a result essentially due to Lcs and Sierpinski. They proved, 
long agc,, that if ~ is any infinite structure with a countable language, 
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then one could find a single binary function f on the domain of ~.[ such 
that all of the functions, relations, ~,nd constants of ~1 could be defined 
in terms of J. For a proof of this, the reader should see [ 3, Theorem 3.3 ]. 
For our part, this gives us the following useful formulation of A. 
Lemma 4. I 1. ZFC t- A i f f  whenever f "  oj 2 × 60 2 -~ ~2, there is X c_ co2, 
IXI = ~,  such that f iX  2 c X and IX n cot I = 60. 
Using Lemma 4.1 I, we shall show that A holds in M[K]. Let 
t ~ MI KI,  t • K X K -, K. Pick (P0. J0) ~ G x F so that 
(Po, fo) U-Q "t" K X k --, k". In,M[GI, for each t~,# < K,. let 
D~o={f ~ P t f  </,]'0 & (3~E v.)[]" ii- e 't(a,~¢) =~"1}. 
Clearly, each Daa is a dense open subset of P below f0. We may assume 
that 10 II-c tampa ! a, t3 ~ K) is a sequence of open subsets of/b and for 
,each a,/3 E k~,/~aa is dense below f0 ' .  In M, for each a,/3 < K, let 
l~a = {fE F I f  ~F fo & (P0' .f)iI-Q "t(~, ~) = ~"' for some "r < K}. 
= ~ ..,'~ , Clearly, E,a 0 c e F I f <F Jo & PO IF-C "'.t" ~ ~g,a ~, so by Lemma 4.2 
E~a is a dense open subset of the poset F*, which has domain 
{.t'~ F I f ~F 10} and ordering <F" Let R be the ~'elation defined by 
R(f, a,/~, 3')~-~ f ~ F* & (/'o'/3 [F-Q "'t°(~,~) ="Y". 
Thus R ~ M. Work in M from now on. 
l.emma 4.12. F* satisfies the K-C.C. 
Proof. By an argument as in Lemma 4.4. 
Consider the first-order structure 
~|----" (V~÷, E, K, (,O 1, 17, F*, <F, ~k, R, {Po}, {fo }), 
where !k " F -* to 1 is the function involved in the definition of F. I.et 
~1" be a skolem expansion of ~l. 
As K is Ramsey, there is X c_ K, IXl = K X homogeneous for PI*. Let 
Y consist of tl~,e fir,;t w I members of X. Let W be the universe of the 
substructure of ')l* generated by Y. Thus W is the universe of a unique 
~ ~ '?~. 
Let U = I,' n ~. Since the language of '~* is countab!e, IUI = ~o I. 
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I .emma 4.13. The poset  F* r ~;'= (F* n It,', <~F ;'t W 2) sat i#~es c.c.c.  
Proof. Sui~,,, ce ro t ,  and let J be a collection of  ,01 pairwise incompa- 
tible e lemen:s  o f  F*  [ W. Since r.iie language o f  PI* is countab le ,  we can 
assume Ithat lor some fixed (skolem) terra r ,  
J= r ", ..., x )lx , ..., r t ,  < ... < . ,¢ ,  8, ,< 
By a well known combinator ia l  argument  (see [6],  for instance), we 
.~  = X l . .  ,~  = a can assume that for some integer m, 1 < m < n, x I , . ,  x m X m,  
where x I . . . .  , Xm are independent  o f  a here, and for all a </3 < ~j .  
Van < x ,*l" Pick e lements xm+ l, ..., x n o f  X ,"or w I ~ a < K now so 
that~<~,1  '~' ~ " < .< ~ ' fo reacha .  S ince J i s  .. ~ --, x n <~.x" +t, w i th  Xm+ l .. x n 
pairwise ~tcompatible in F*,  a simple indiscernibil ity argument shows 
that 
J '  = {r '~* (x  I x m x ~ '~)! a < ~:) ' " "  ' m+l"  " "  Xn  
is a se~ o f  K incompat ib le  e~ments  o f  F* ,  contrary to Lemma 4. i 2 
Lemma 4.14. IU n toll = ~.  
Proof. Suppose not. As above, we can find a (skolem) term r such that 
Un w l .'3 {'r ~*(x  t . . . , x  m,x  a x~) i (x  I < <x m<x "0 ) 
- -  ' m+l '  " " ' "  tl . . . . .  m+l  
.. ~ <. . .<  .~<ra  )&(~<~l )  & (Or < [3 < COl Xm+ 1 "Xn " m+l 
& (xl Xm ~ Y) & (~ < ~l  -" "~' "' x'~ ~ Y)}" 
where fin' each a < fl < w I , 
x m, ir'~*(Xl .--, Xm ' i.e~ ) T ... X ' " ' tq+l '  ""gXn 1' ' +1' " '" 
Pick elements Xm.a l '  """ xna from X for ¢01 ~ 0t<~ K a5 before. For  each 
CX<: 0~t, 
, .. r~ ,o) < 6o 1 ~* ~ T(Xl  . ,Xm,  . m+l . . . .  'On  
so by in,discernibility, 
IT ~:t*(X 1 , Xm , xa  .a • ' " "  m* l '  " " 'Xn) [° t  < ~} 
is a set of  ~: dist inct E-predecessors of  .,~01 , which is absurd  
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Now, for each a,~3 ~ ~, the fact that Ea0 is a dense subset of F* may 
be expressed in ~ by the sentence 
('v'f ~ F'~)( 3g ~ F*)(~', ~ ~:) [g ~< F f & R (g, t~,/3, 7) ]. 
So, as ~ --< ~, for each a,/3 ~ U, we have 
(V/~ F* r w)(3g 6~ F* r It,)(~, E U)[g <~F f & R(g, ~,/3, 7)]. 
Thus, if 
Eat 3 = {f E F* r W I (P0' f) il-O "t(t~, ~) = ~" for some 7 ~ U} 
r for each a, ~ U, then Eaa is a dense open subset of F* r W. Let 0 = 
{E'aa I a,/3 ~ U}. Since I(31 = IUI = to1, by Lemrna 4.i 3 and MA, we c~m 
thus find an ~-generic subset S of F* r w. Since s is compatible in F*, 
we can defind h : ~: x (w I X ~) --, B by tz(zi~ = Va{f(z) I f~  S}. Since 
tSI ,~ tol, I(z i h(z) > 0}i ~ tol. It is easily seen that h satisfies clauses 
(i), (it), (iii), (iv), (vi) in the definition of F, Moreover, h satisfies clause 
(v) also. For, ~1 t= ~k: F-* 60~, so as • -~ 'h, ~/~ : F* r W-* Uo  wl- And 
by Lemma 4.14, IU n toll = to. Hence, if p = sup(U n tol), then O < wl 
and for al l / '~ F* r w, if a > 9, then Y(7, (a,/3)) = 0. So, t~ > # --, 
h(7, (a, 13)) = O, as required. Thus h 6~/~. And clearly h ~F f for all 
)"c- S. (In particular, h ~ F*.) Thus, as S o E',, a ~ 0 for all a, B ~ U, we 
see that if a, i3 ~ U, then there is "r ~ U such that (P0, h) 11--~2 "~(h,/~) =-t ". 
Hence (P0, h)IF-rao"~"U 2 c_ ~ ' .  We have i!t',er::fore shown that if 
P0 II-c "1/o IF- e "t • ~ x k -* k"]", then there is h <'<r ~0 and U c ~, 
IUI =to l , lUn  wli =to, such that p0 IF- c ' [/i IF-e "~" (/~ c_ U" I "  
Hence, as P0 ~ G and/o ~ F was arbitr~,ry such, we have proved the 
following: 
Theorem 4.15.3t[ K l I= A. 
Corollary 4.16. M[ K] ~ 2 '~ = to2 + el,. 
Postscript 
The model MIKi constructed above has the following model-thec~re,- 
tic property. In M[K], there is a countable first-order theory T with a 
two-card/hal model of type (to1, w) but no model of type (to2, tol), 
and yet any model of type (to2, tol) (with a countable language) has an 
e'ementary substructure of type (toi, co). These two properties are, irJ a 
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sense, precisely counter-intuitive fro~,li a model-theoretic point of view; 
i.c., one usuaily regards it as "'almost |:rue" that ever3, countable T with 
ar.~ (col, w) model has an (60 2, co I ) mode! and as "almost false" that A 
holds. (The first of these two is, of course, provable under the assump- 
tio, n either that 02 2 is accessible in L [A ] for some ,4 c w i , or else that 
2c,~ = oa I .) 
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